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We build digital identity wallets for ambitious projects

Embrace the future of digital wallets with Self-Sovereign Identity (DID), verifiable credentials, and blockchain technology 👇




	Contact us
	Learn more
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TALAO is the 1st digital identity wallet provider in Europe 🥇

Talao designs open-source, white-labeled, secure, interoperable, and compliant DID Wallets.
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Open Source
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Security Audit
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EBSI Conformant
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Interoperable
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White Label
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GDPR compliant



























Bring your Digital Identity project to life with our DID Wallets

























Talao leverage the power of Decentralized Identity (DID) to give users full control over their data and identity.
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Own your data




With our wallets, users control their own data. They can choose who to share it with and how it is used.
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Protect your privacy




Our wallets use strong encryption to protect user data from unauthorized access.
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Streamline verification




Verifiable credentials are tamper-proof and can be verified instantly. This can streamline data verification processes for businesses and organizations.
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	Discover the TALAO Wallet (DID)
	Discover the ALTME Wallet (Web3)





















How our clients use DIDs and Verifiable Credentials

Explore some use cases where our wallets shine 








	
1. Identity Verification

Verify remote identity securely using our tamper-proof SSI wallet.







	
2. Age Proving

Comply with age regulations and give your users the ability to prove their age effortlessly. 







	
3. Work Credentials

Verify education qualifications (EBSI) and/or employee status with ease.







	
4. Product Passeport

Verify product's authenticity, provenance and quality standards (DPP).







	
5. Humanity Verification

Verify human identity, effectively eliminating bots, fake accounts, and AI.







	
6. Financial Compliance

Streamline adherence to financial regulations such as KYC and AML.







	
7. Membership Program

Prove membership or loyalty using verifiable digital credentials.




























They are already working with us 

Here are some of our most recent clients
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	Contact us
Build your own wallet























Key resources about our DID wallets

























Recent News

	

The EU Commission welcomes final agreement on the EUDI Wallet 🇪🇺


	

Talao Integrates Docaposte's ID360 to Provide Robust Verifiable ID 🪪


	

The Talao Wallet achieves EBSI-V3 Conformance ✅


	

Talao's Wallets Surpasses 20,000 Downloads 📲







Resources for developers and project managers

	

Talao's Official Github


	

Talao's TECH STACK to Build DID wallets : VC/VP, DID Methods...


	

Discover our new DEVELOPER MODE to build DID applications faster







	More
Discover eveything you need to know on our blog






















Pioneering the world of DIDs and Verifiable Credentials since 2017






	






50K +


Verifiable credentials issued through our wallets


	






30K +


Decentralized Identity Wallets Downloaded


	






150+


Issuers and verifiers installed
























We are Blockchain Experts too

























We craft wallets with seamless digital asset management
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Manage all digital assets




Seamlessly manage complete digital assets portfolio (coins, tokens, NFTs...) within a single, secure and UX friendly interface.
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Your keys, your assets




Our wallets are non-custodial, empowing users with full ownership, control and autonomy to safeguard their assets.
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Explore the WEB 3 ecosystem




Give your users the ability to easily connect their wallet and dive into the world of decentralized Web 3.0 applications.
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	Contact us
Build your own wallet






















Leverage the multichain world

Build a blockchain agnostic wallet and access all ecosystems from a single interface
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We build secure digital wallets 

Your peace of mind is our priority
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Military Grade Encryption
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Biometric Identification
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Code Security Audit



























How to craft a digital wallet that perfectly aligns with your goals ?






	Discover our secret sauce 👇























4 steps to launch your wallet 📲

























Avoid the costly and time-consuming process of building from scratch. Leverage TALAO's proven DID wallets.
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1. Choose the ideal base wallet
 for your project : TALAO
 or ALTME
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2. Choose the VCs issuers and
 the blockchain ecosystems
 to integrate (optional)
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3. We adapt / customize the
 wallet UX and the workflows to your goals
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4. We develop your wallet and release it on the Android
and / or Apple stores




























	Contact
👉 Let's talk about your project






















1/ Choose your base wallet

Choose the base wallet you want to customize. Reduce your time-to-market & development costs !









	








Talao Wallet




	








ALTME Wallet
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Choose TALAO wallet as your base

TALAO is the go-to choice for pure DID and SSI projects.



Core features :

	Master DID and Verifiable Credentials (VCs)
	Battle-tested UI / UX


Click here to learn more about the Talao wallet 



Download the Talao wallet now 👇
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Or choose ALTME as your base

ALTME is the go-to choice to bridge the gap between DID / SSI and the world of Web 3 and digital assets.

Core features :

	Manage DID and Verifiable Credentials (VCs)
	Comprehensive digital assets management : Coins, NFTs...
	Multichain compatibility : Ethereum, Polygon, Tezos, L2s, etc.
	Seamless pairing to dApps via WalletConnect 2 and Beacon


Click here to learn more about the Altme wallet



Download the Altme wallet now 👇




	

	









































	New
Start building your custom wallet






















Choose the protocols to integrate

We build interoperable wallets on open protocols
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2/ Choose the issuers and verifiable credentials you need

We install issuers and design Verifiable Credentials
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3/ Choose the blockchain ecosystems to integrate (optional)

Choose if you want your wallet to interact with Web 3
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4/ We customize your wallet UX and workflows and release it on the Android / Apple stores 🚀







	

	























Work with the best and get your wallet ready in no time !






	👉 Contact us now






















Talao is in the news 📣
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Talao and PolygonID make Zero knowledge credentials available to all 🪪

Today, we are extremely happy to announce our collaboration with PolygonID to empower Polygon users with full control over their digital identities...






Read the story on our blog
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Orange, Atos, Suez, and La Poste launch the Blockchain France Alliance 🇫🇷

Several major French industrial companies, universities, and blockchain sector startups have come together in a consortium to advance a blockchain infrastructure project...






Read the article
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Talao, the new Self-Sovereign Identity wallet, gives consumers total control over their data 🔐

Today, Talao, a blockchain-based Digital Identity specialist, and the developer of the first French smartphone wallet for Self-Sovereign Identity ...






Read the article
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Twenty companies and universities are forming the Blockchain France Alliance 🤝

Thanks to the Blockchain France Alliance, our country will be able, like its European counterparts, to have a blockchain network supported by major industrial players, academics, and startups...






Read the article
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Leading French companies launch the Blockchain France Alliance 🇫🇷

A new alliance is born! Several major French industrial groups, universities, companies, and startups, all involved in the blockchain sector to varying degrees...






Read the article
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Talao announces its compliance with the European identity standard promoted by EBSI 🇪🇺

Altme, a pioneer and leader in decentralized identity solutions, has just announced its compliance with the European Blockchain Services Infrastructure (EBSI)






Read the press release


































Our ecosystem of partners 🤝

We are working with awesome partners to build the future of Decentralized ID (DID) and Web 3
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We can deliver custom white-label wallets in just a few weeks !






	I want a free consultation






















Frequently Asked Questions






	
















Can I request a demo to see your wallet solutions in action?



Absolutely. Reach out to us to schedule a demo, and we'll provide you with an in-depth look at how our wallet solutions can elevate your project.








	
















Can I customize the user experience within the wallet?



Of course ! Our wallets support customizable workflows. You can tailor the user journey to match your unique vision and enhance user satisfaction and engagement.








	
















What DID / SSI tech do you support ?



	VC/VP formats: JSON-LD, JWT, and JSON-LD ZKP
	Protocols: OIDC4VCI (Pre-authorized code flow, User PIN, Authorization code flow, Deferred endpoint), OIDC4VP, SIOPV2 (Last draft), Presentation definition, Presentation submission
	Supported DID methods: did:key, did:web, did:ion, did:hedera, did:tz, did:pkh, did:ebsi, did:polygonid
	OIDC4VC profiles: EBSI-V3, GAIA-X
	PolygonId Iden3 protocol
	DIF Presentation Exchange v2.0











	
















How do I know if your wallet solutions are the right fit for my project?



Our team of experts is here to assist you in assessing your project's requirements and goals. Contact us, and we'll guide you through how our solutions can align with your needs.








	
















Can I manage both digital identities and digital assets in one wallet?



Absolutely. Our wallets offer a unified solution, allowing you to manage digital identities and various crypto assets across multiple blockchains, all within a single interface.








	
















What Blockchain tech do you support ?



	Blockchains : Tezos, Ethereum, Polygon, BNB Chain, Fantom, Ethereum L2s, EVM compatible blockchains ;
	Open source web3 standard to connect blockchain wallets to dapps : WalletConnect V2 and Tezos Beacon ;

































Craft your own digital wallet now

Your vision, your workflow - Let's go 🚀
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